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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The PRoVisG research project aims to develop a framework for planetary robotic vision processing by
bringing together the European space community. Through the better processing and visualisation of
data products from robotic missions reductions in the operational cost and increases in data output
can be realised. The project also aims to provide an increase in the public awareness and generate
procedures for distributing mission data and information to the scientific community and general public.
This document relates to the PRoGIS (Planetary Robotics Geographic Information System) system.
PRoGIS works as the Web-portal of PRoViP with other closely associated image processing
components in PRoVisG. PRoGIS allows users to see a map of a rover’s traverse across the surface
of a planet. In the current version this is limited to the MER-B rover, Opportunity, on the surface of
Mars near Victoria Crater. Users can then interact with the points marking where the rover stopped to
take images (“stop points”) to see the fields of view of images captured by the rover. Users can also
view thumbnail pictures of selected MER products and see full-resolution images of particular stereo
pairs. They can also choose to view stereo images in 3D as anaglyphs The main User Guide section
provides details of the interface elements in support of a user’s interaction with the system.
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